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Read and follow 
all safety 
warnings and 
instructions in 
this manual. 
Failure to follow 
these instructions 
may cause serious 
or fatal injury!

    1.This bow is NOT a toy. Adult supervision is 
recommended.

2.NEVER “Dry Fire” your bow! Do not pull back 
and release the string without an arrow 
attached to the string. Dry-firing a bow 
severely weaken the life expectancy of your 
bow and may cause immediate damage to the 
bow resulting in wound to yourself or others.

3.Do not point a drawn bow at anything other 
than an archery target. Make sure the area 
behind and around your target is clear.Never 
shoot arrows straight up in the air or in any 
direction where you might destroy property or 
endanger life. 

4.Never use a damaged bow or damaged arrows! 
Inspect bow and arrows periodically for 
imperfections such as cracks, splits, or splinters. 
Inspect your bow, arrow shaft and nock each 
time before shooting. If any damage is 
detected, bow or arrow must be discarded 
immediately. 

5.Replace your bowstring when it becomes worn 
or frayed.

Remain 
instructions and 
safety manual for 
future reference.

Hook the 
String onto the tip

1.Grasp the loose end of the string with your left 
hand and grasp the upper limb near the top 
with your right hand. Your right hand should be 
on the back of the bow.

2.Lay the curve of lower limb over left ankle. Step 
right foot over bow so that the face of the bow 
touches the back or your  right thigh. Push 
slightly against the bow with your right hand.

3.Raise left heel off ground, lock right knee and 
push forward with the right hand so bowbends 
hand so bowbends naturally. Hook string onto 
the end of the bow and relax pressure slight.  

4.Check to see that the string 
is seated properly before 
releasing remaining 
pressure.

Put the armguard on the arm with which you 
hold the bow. The armguard should cover the 
inside of your lower arm area to protect it from 
being slapped by the string when it is released.

Before each shot, check all arrow components 
include nock, insert and tip. Make sure no 
cracks or dents on the shaft or loose nock. With 
a bow in the relaxed position, snap arrow nock 
onto the string in and keep your shaft align 
with the center of arrow rest and string.

NOCKING THE ARROW

Place your Index finger on the upper side above 
the nock point and Middle and Ring fingers at 
the bottom under the arrow.

HOLDING THE
STRING & ARROW

Draw the bow string back to your jaw, anchor 
your first finger at the corner of your month. 
Keep your arm slightly bent, and keep your 
bow straight up and down, aim at your target 
and then release the bow string. Never release 
your string without an arrow nocked.

INSTRUCTIONS AND
SAFETY MANUAL

ROBINHOOD 6.Make sure the accessories are properly installed 
before shooting. Be sure all parts are secured 
and accessories are tight. Never use arrows that 
are too short or underweight.

7.Remember, look before you shoot! Be sure no 
one is standing in front of to the sides of the 
archer while the bow is being drawn or shot! Be 
sure everyone is standing behind the archer.  

   
   Do not allow anyone to retrieve arrows until 

ALL arrows have been shot!


